
Hi  

Thanks for all your great work 

 

I would like the following tasks carried out 

 

1) H2 and H4 tags are the most used headings. I think H1 not used on website now. Do you 

think it is worth changing CSS for H1 to current H2. I can then change H2 to H1 tags for SEO 

purposes. 

2) I am having trouble inserting some simple code for recognition by affiliate marketing. Either 

a file to be created in the root directory or meta name =verification tag. I have inserted but 

can’t seem to make it work 

3) Creative commons have created a further licence Creative Commons — Attribution-

ShareAlike 4.0 International — CC BY-SA 4.0, could you add this to the submission choices 

and article display. 

4) For each article page have a meta tile = article title then DOI, then (all) authors surname, 

have meta description = article field subject, 

5) I want to update the licence icons as they seem a bit blurry. 

6) On the homepage slider could you change the slide across effect with a fade into from one 

slide to the next. 

7) Might need to tweak the article list in category and search in terms of font and background 

padding. 

8) Could you highlight all active CSS with descriptions? 

9) Indent most watched 

10) Add orcid link to author links on article display page (For all authors), add all author links to 

search output list and topic list, add first 2 lines of abstract to search output or subject list 

with drop down for more 

 

Copy following appearance note colours and fonts (+ keep star rating at bottom, reduce size of star 

rating) for search output and subject list 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


 

11) Generate web browser tab logo (favicon) for the website using current logo. 

12) May need help with google tags, minor changes to fonts colours alignments 

  


